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Bo Larsson.

This thesis is published with permission from CrossControl.
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Abstract

Displays to be used in display computers for vehicles and machines in critical environments shall be
possible to inspect regarding pixel defects. The main part of the goal was to realize a test equipment so
that different colours can be visualized on displays of different resolutions and interfaces, with a
minimum startup time. The inspection of the displays will be visual.

One pixel is consisting of three sub-pixels: red, green and blue, each controlled by a Thin Film
Transistor (TFT). If some TFTs are broken, different types of pixel defects occur. There is an ISO
standard defining classes for how many defects of each type that can exist on a display before it should
be replaced by the supplier. But other limits can be agreed between supplier and customer. To be able
to see the different types of pixel faults, 5 different colours should be shown on the display: red, green,
blue, black and white.

A list was supplied containing 10 different models of display elements for which tests should be
possible. They were thoroughly analyzed regarding their technical data for resolution and interfaces
for backlight and video signals. The displays are of 3 different resolutions. 5 displays have backlight
of the older technology Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps (CCFL) which means neon light from tubes,
while 5 have the later technology Light Emitting Diodes (LED). 2 of the displays receive the video
signals in parallel, while 8 receive them via Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS). The LVDS
connector showed to have a special pin configuration for 2 of the 8 LVDS displays. This was the most
important discovery, because if the standard LVDS cable would have been used from the carrier
board, the displays would probably have been damaged. Because of these differences different types
of boards and cables had to be used, both standard parts and modified, to be able to supply the
different display models with backlight and video signals.

To achieve the main part of the goal an existing display computer was modified and used as the base
platform for a prototype test equipment. All signaling to the display had to be generated by the FPGA
instead of the CPU module. The FPGA project was written in VHDL language. The project included
six different modules of which some were written from scratch, some were reused and some were
partly reused from an already existing FPGA project. Display resolution is set with a jumper and the 5
colours are visualized in a loop, using a push button.
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1 Introduction

This degree project is performed in Alfta, Sweden, at the company CrossControl, formerly known as
CC Systems (Cross Country Systems).

The business area of CrossControl mainly consists of development, production and service of systems
for control of vehicles and machines in critical environments (e.g. forestry, railway, mining, cargo
handling). The systems can also be used for diagnosis and prognosis. The company was founded in
1991 and has its roots in John Deere’s development and manufacturing of forestry machines. Today,
the worldwide customer base are spread over several different industrial branches, thereby the
changing of company name.

Some departments located at the head office in Alfta are hardware development, production, sales and
administration. There are also offices in Västerås, Uppsala, Finland and Malaysia. The number of
employees at Oct. 2011 was 145 in Alfta and appr.240 totally.

The control system products are divided in groups:


Display computers



Main controllers



I/O controllers and devices



Infrastructure components

This degree project is performed at the embedded software group within hardware development and is
concerning TFT displays for the display computers, see Fig. 1.

Fig.1.CrossControl product group Display computers [1]. Published with permission of CrossControl.

The display computers are of 4 different models with different performance, and each model exists in
different sizes. Therefore the TFT displays used in them also are of many models and sizes.
1
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From the suppliers of TFT displays CrossControl sometimes get displays which are not fulfilling the
quality demands concerning faulty pixels. This is a problem while these faults often are found when
the product is already mounted, or even worse, at the customer.

By making an arrival control of the displays these faults can be discovered in a much earlier state.
The main goal of the degree project was to develop a test equipment to make it possible to quickly
check and verify pixel faults at various types of displays.

At start of the project, the task was divided into following parts:


Adjustment of VHDL code for a FPGA to generate data for different colours on displays with
different resolutions and interfaces. From the different colours it can be evaluated if pixel
faults exist.



Realization of the test equipment needed to test different types of displays. (The construction
of a fixture with the test equipment mounted will not be done within the degree project.)



Investigation of standards regarding pixel faults.

2
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2 Theory
2.1

Pixel defects

2.1.1 Basic structure of a TFT-LCD
A liquid crystal is a fluid substance with some properties similar to a solid crystal [2]. Such a property
is an ordered arrangement of its molecules, which because of long shape and electrical properties tend
to line up in parallel rows. By putting a light source behind a double glass panel, with a liquid crystal
between the glasses, it is possible by adjusting a voltage between the glasses, to change the molecule
arrangement and consequently also the light passing through.

In a liquid crystal display (LCD) the panels are divided into small dots called sub-pixels, where the
word pixel is an abbreviation of picture element. The sub-pixels have different colours on one glass
panel: 1/3 of them each are red, green or blue. The different sub-pixels are evenly spread over the
panel in groups of 3, one of each colour. Such a group forms a pixel. The more pixels a display is
divided in, the higher resolution which gives sharper image.

The sub-pixel colours red, green and blue are the fundamental colours needed for producing any type
of colour. So, by regulating the amount of background light passing through the 3 types of sub-pixels,
different colours and images can be viewed on the display.

There are transparent electrodes in the two glass panels, horizontally positioned in one panel and
vertically in the other. By applying a voltage between a specific row electrode and a column electrode
a specific sub-pixel can be controlled. A thin-film transistor (TFT) holds the voltage over the subpixel. This technology is called TFT active matrix because every sub-pixel can be addressed by its
position of row and column in a matrix.

3
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2.1.2 Different types of pixel defects
Considering the fact that every sub-pixel is controlled by its own TFT it is easily understandable that
the amount of TFTs in a display will be very high. For example, the SVGA resolution consisting of
pixels corresponds to

= 1.44 million TFTs. Therefore defect pixels

sometimes occur during the manufacturing process.

There are 3 basic types of pixel defects, defined in the following way [2]:


Type 1: Stuck high pixel means all 3 sub-pixels are constantly lit, which causes white
pixel colour.



Type 2: Stuck low pixel means all 3 sub-pixels are constantly turned off, which causes black
pixel colour.



Type 3: Defect sub-pixel means 1 sub-pixel (red, green or blue) is constantly stuck high (lit)
or stuck low (turned off).

The term cluster is regarding pixels defined as an area of

pixels. Cluster pixel defects mean the

fault types above within a cluster, and naturally they are easier to see than more spread-out sub-pixel
faults.

Stuck high pixels are often more annoying than stuck low. Green stuck high sub-pixels are easier
detected by the human eye than red or blue, because they appear brighter. See Fig. 2 for a display with
that kind of fault.

Fig. 2.Pixel defect of type 3: Stuck high green sub-pixel at black colour (looks blue in photo).
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2.1.3 Standards
If every one of the TFTs in all displays delivered from a production line shall work correctly it would
be very expensive to produce TFT displays. A lot of the displays would have to be scrapped, because
TFTs are not possible to repair.

The International Organization for Standardization, ISO, provides international Standards for
Business, Government and Society. To regulate the acceptability of pixel defects and to protect the
end user, ISO has created standards that display manufacturers are recommended to follow. ISO
recommends how many pixel faults that are acceptable before a display should be replaced.

An older now invalid standard ISO 13406-2 has been replaced by 4 parts within the standard ISO 9241
Ergonomics of human-system interaction. These standards are not available for free and each copy is
protected by an End user license. Therefore no contents from the standards can be showed in this
thesis, except for the following brief descriptions, provided at each web page where the standards can
be ordered. The following descriptions are copied unchanged from [3]-[6], but the markings in bold
are made afterwards.
- Part 302 Terminology for electronic visual displays
This part of ISO 9241 provides a comprehensive terminology for electronic visual
displays and explains the terms and definitions used in the other parts of ISO 9241.
- Part 303 Requirements for electronic visual displays
This part of ISO 9241 establishes image-quality requirements, as well as providing
guidelines, for electronic visual displays. These are given in the form of generic —
independent of technology, task and environment — performance specifications and
recommendations that will ensure effective and comfortable viewing conditions for
users with normal or adjusted-to-normal eyesight. This part of ISO 9241 does not
address issues of accessibility for people with disabilities. However, it does take into
account aspects of the eyesight of older people and could be of value to people dealing
with issues of visual impairment in certain cases: the specification of essential
characteristics for normal viewing can be used to gauge the severity of different visual
abnormalities so that appropriate solutions can be identified. NOTE In addition to the
Bibliography, Annex F gives a selected bibliography of documents addressing the needs
of people with disabilities, including people with poor, deteriorating or no eyesight.
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- Part 305 Optical laboratory test methods for electronic visual displays
This part of ISO 9241 establishes optical test and expert observation methods for use
in predicting the performance of a display vis-à-vis the ergonomics requirements given
in ISO 9241-303. Note: After contacting Swedish Standards Institute (SIS), the
information was given that this standard is going to be released in an updated
(concerning LCD and LED) version, probably during 2012.
- Part 307 Analysis and compliance test methods for electronic visual displays
This part of ISO 9241 establishes test methods for the analysis of a variety of visual
display technologies, tasks and environments. It uses the measurement procedures of
ISO 9241-305 and the generic requirements of ISO 9241-303 to define compliance
routes suitable for the different technologies and intended context of use. Information
from SIS is that discussions about updating are being held. Eventually, limit values will
be put in another standard.

The last part ISO 9241-307:2008 [7] is available at CrossControl. At [6] can be seen if the standard
has been updated. It is concerning displays for indoor use. After contacting SIS the information was
given that the standard (except for the irrelevant chapter 5.5) includes Industrial and Automotive
environments: cars, trains and other vehicles. Automotive environments are highly relevant for
CrossControl.

The applicable chapter for TFT displays is 5.2 Emissive flat-panel LCD at [7]:38-89]. The important
part regarding pixel defects is table 63 - Pixel fault classification, at [7]:64-65] (the same identical
table and comments are shown also in the irrelevant chapters 5.3 to 5.5). In table 63 pixel fault classes
are defined from different numbers of the 3 pixel fault types described in 2.1.2.

Note: Other limits of pixel defects than in the standard can be agreed between the display supplier and
the customer.
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2.1.4 Optical inspection
The inspection will be visual by human eye.

To be able to see a faulty sub-pixel, the colour of the surrounding pixels must have a certain contrast
compared to the colour emitted from the faulty sub-pixel.

After searching for guidelines for what colours are needed to show on the display during the
inspection, some sources say that just black and white is enough [8]:


Black: Stuck high pixel (Type 1) and stuck high sub-pixel (variant of Type 3) can be seen.



White: Stuck low pixel (Type 2) and stuck low sub-pixel (variant of Type 3) can be seen.

But most of the found sources also recommend showing red, green and blue [9]:


Red:



Green: Stuck low green sub-pixel (variant of Type 3) can be seen.



Blue: Stuck low blue sub-pixel (variant of Type 3) can be seen.

Stuck low red sub-pixel (variant of Type 3) can be seen.

Based on the facts above, this project will include all 5 colours.

The following circumstances must be correct during the inspection:


Updating frequency and resolution of the video signals



Ambient light



Viewing distance



Viewing angle

In this thesis the last 3 points are not given any special focus. It should be sufficient if the inspections
are made at normal ambient light and distance, straight in front of the display.
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Backlight

The background light, called backlight, is spread evenly across the screen by passing through a plastic
layer. There is two types of backlight.

2.2.1 CCFL
Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps

This is neon light from fluorescent tubes, which unless the size are similar to those used in office
lighting. An inverter is needed to produce the high lamp starting voltage: 12 V DC use to be the input
voltage to the inverter, different levels of AC the output. Generally speaking, the longer tubes (larger
displays), the higher voltage out from the inverter is needed for start and operation. This is an old
technique with a decreasing production.

2.2.2 LED
Light Emitting Diodes

This is a later technique with several advantages compared to CCFL:


Less energy consuming



Longer life



Less complex design



No high voltage needed at start



Better control of light direction



Better control of light colour



Less or no bad chemicals



No flickering light (DC instead of AC)

The disadvantage with LED has been the weak light intensity, but it is getting stronger and LED is
therefore more and more replacing CCFL.
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Video signals

Standard refresh rate for TFT displays is 60 Hz. It is the number of new images, also called frames,
displayed every second. All the displays in this project have this standard value, but they have
different resolutions and interfaces. That puts a demand on the video signals to be flexible.

2.3.1 RGB data
The RGB colour model is based on the fact that every pixel in a display is consisting of 3 sub-pixels:
R=Red, G=Green, B=Blue. The brightness of every sub-pixel is controlled by a number of bits:


6 bits makes

= 18 bits RGB data (for every pixel).



8 bits makes

= 24 bits RGB data, with the result of larger colour depth

The RGB data 0,0,0 corresponds to all 3 sub-pixels being switched off, and the pixel will be black.
In the case of 24 bits RGB data it is 255, 255, 255 that corresponds to all 3 sub-pixels having maximal
brightness, and then the pixel will be white.The RGB data in between corresponds to different colours.

2.3.2 Timing signals
3 types of timing signals control the visibility of the RGB data on the display:


hsync
Horizontal Synchronization
A negative transition (falling edge) of the hsync signal will cause a change of line. The hsync
signal shall stay low for a predefined number of pixel clock cycles depending on the actual
resolution.



vsync
Vertical Synchronization
A negative transition of the vsync signal will start the drawing of a new frame (image) from
upper left corner of the display. The frame includes all lines. The vsync signal shall stay low
for a predefined number of pixel clock cycles depending on the actual resolution.



de
Data Enable
When “de” is high the RGB data will be visible on the display. It is low when hsync or vsync
is low and during their corresponding so called porch time (seen in Table 4 in subchapter
3.3.2).

2.3.3 Pixel clock
The so called pixel clock controls the transmission rate of both the RGB data and the timing signals.
The higher resolution of the display, the faster pixel clock is needed to create the frame rate 60 Hz.

9
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2.3.4 Transmission type
A TFT display receives the RGB data and the 3 timing signals either in parallel or via LVDS.


Parallel
All bits have their own lines directly connected from transmitter to receiver.



LVDS = Low Voltage Differential Signaling
2 parallel lines are connected from the transmitter to the receiver, in this case the TFT display
[10]. At the receiver, the two wire ends are connected by a resistor, typically 100 Ohm, and
they are also connected to the positive respective negative inputs of an operational amplifier.
The transmitter generates a current, typically 3.5 mA, which flows towards the receiver in one
line and back in the other. Changing the current direction also changes the voltage polarity
over the resistor. The polarity represents a logic 0 or 1, see Fig. 3 where V+ and V- are the
voltages at the inputs of the operational amplifier.

V+
1

0

1

VFig. 3. Differential signaling [10].

LVDS has several advantages that has made it very popular in computer high-speed networks
and buses:
-

The facts that the 2 lines are close to each other gives very strong noise immunity.

-

Constant current flow and opposite current directions in the 2 lines minimizes switching
spikes and electromagnetic induction.

-

The signaling can be made at very high speeds over inexpensive twisted-pair copper
cables.

For the displays using LVDS, the RGB-bits and the 3 timing signals are transmitted in 3 or 4
parallel data links.
-

18 bits RGB data: The RGB bits and the 3 timing signals will be sent in the first 3 links
0-2, that is 7 bits in each link. Link 3 is not used.

-

24 bits RGB data: As 18 bits with the difference that the extra 6 bits are sent in link 3.

To handle the bit timing, a clock with the frequency
pixel clock is asymmetric; has high level

is needed: The LVDS

of the period time and low level

clock state change shall not occur in the middle of a bit.

10
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3 Process and results
3.1

Structure of the project work

The project was divided in five main parts, which generally have been performed in the following
order, but sometimes in parallel:


Studying of theory regarding TFT displays



Collection and analyze of display models



Programming of FPGA



Realizing of special test equipment hardware



Investigation of pixel quality standards

The programming of the FPGA was made at an early state, because it was considered as the part with
the highest risk for problems. Display models of different resolutions were needed to verify the
complete VHDL project.

The content of the pixel quality standards was not considered to affect the software and hardware
parts. Thereby the investigation of standards was performed in the end of the project.

The results of the first and the last part are already covered in chapter 2.
The other results are exposed here in chapter 3.

11
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Collection and analyze of display models

The mission of this part was to get the different display models and the corresponding hardware
needed for a later verifying of the VHDL project.

A list was supplied, containing 10 display models for which pixel control shall be done at arrival. One
unit of every display model was collected. At first hand borrowed, scrapped or by other reasons leftover units (for other qualities than needed here) were used. 4 displays had to be collected as new parts.

All the data sheets for the displays are available at the article search system at CrossControl [11].
They were used for making an overview in App. E of the relevant technical data for the displays.
The displays are sorted after article number, which also gives the effect that the 5 displays having
CCFL backlight are lined up first and the 5 displays having LED backlight are last.

The important display properties for this project are these:


Resolution



Backlight



Video signals

In the data sheets for 4 of the displays there is also information about optical inspection rules and the
promised maximum amount of pixel defects. The data sheet page number where this information can
be found is written in the left column of App. E. Some of the information can be seen in Table 1.

905-052

905-057, 905-098, 905-112

- bright sub-pixel:

Black

Black

- black sub-pixel:

White

No information

Ambient light:

40 W white fluorescent

300-500 lx

Viewing distance:

> 30 cm

Appr. 35 cm

Viewing angle:

+-45o relative normal

+-10o relative normal

Colour on display for
detection of

Table 1. Optical inspection rules from data sheets for 4 displays.
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3.2.1 Analyze of resolution
The displays have 3 different resolutions, which correspond to 3 different pixel clocks, which can be
seen in Table 2. 6 of the 10 displays are using the highest resolution, XGA.

Type

Resolution

Pixel clock

[pixels]

[MHz]

Number of displays

VGA = Video Graphics Array

25.175

2

SVGA = Super VGA

40.0

2

XGA = Extended Graphics Array

65.0

6

Table 2. TFT display resolutions [12]-[14].

The pixel clock frequency in Table 2 is the typical value. In the data sheets for the displays it is
possible to see also the acceptable frequency interval for the pixel clock. These results are displayed in
Table 3.
Page in
Display

data sheet

Min.

Typ.

Max.

[MHz]

[MHz]

[MHz]

905-052

5

20

25

30

905-057

10

35

40

42

905C065

18

60.0

65.0

68.0

905C066

21

60.0

65.0

68.0

905-097

10

50

65

80

905-098

9

20

25

30

905-112

10

35

40

42

905-116

9

50

65

80

905-117

9

50

65

80

905-120

10

50

65

80

Table 3. Acceptable frequency interval for pixel clocks for the displays, available at [11].

For the 2 displays with resolution VGA, 25 MHz is mentioned instead of 25.175 MHz. The reason
should be that no decimals are mentioned.
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3.2.2 Analyze of backlight supply
The backlight supply uses its own connectors and cables. As mentioned before, half of the display
models are using CCFL backlight and the other half are using LED. A so called carrier board (carries
the CPU module) generates video signals and backlight supply. It is produced in different versions
regarding backlight supply.

CCFL

Displays using CCFL are no longer used for new constructions of display computers at CrossControl,
but they are still used in the production. The 5 CCFL displays all need different start and operation
voltages. The reason is, as said in subchapter 2.2.1, mainly that the longer tubes in larger displays need
higher voltages. From the start I was supplied with the display 905-057 and a carrier board including
backlight supply for that display. Special hardware is needed for the other 4 displays, which are
covered in subchapter 3.4.1. 4 displays have 2 tubes and 1 display (905-097) has 4 tubes. The CCFL
cables are already mounted on the displays from supplier. They are of 3 different types, each with their
own type of connector from the display:


1 connector with GND and 2 supply lines (for both tubes)



2 connectors, each with GND and 1 supply line (1 each to the 2 tubes)



2 connectors, each with GND and 2 supply lines (for 4 tubes).

LED

The 5 LED displays need lower voltages, but higher currents than the CCFL displays. The differences
in voltage and current are relatively small compared to CCFL. The carrier board for LED for 905-112
generates the lowest current, which is more critical than voltage. That current showed to be enough for
all 5 displays, including the display having 4 LED loops, because of a non-linear relationship between
current and light intensity [15]. 4 displays have 2 LED loops and 1 display (905-120) has 4 LED
loops. The LED cables must be attached manually to the displays at test. They are of 2 different types
with same type of connector towards carrier board, but with different connectors towards the display:


4 lines for 2 loops



8 lines for 4 loops

As seen in App. E, the cable for 2 loops could be used for backlight supply of displays of all 3 types of
resolution. So such a cable was collected.

14
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3.2.3 Analyze of video signals supply
Both transmission types parallel and LVDS are represented:


Parallel is used only by the 2 VGA-displays, which also are the only of size 6.5”.



LVDS is used by the other 8 displays.

The length of the RGB data:




18 bits are used in 3 displays:
-

The 2 displays using parallel video signals

-

905C065 where only 3 of the 4 LVDS links are used

24 bits are used in the other 7 displays, all LVDS.
The bit order in the LVDS links of the RGB data and timing signals are the same in all the 8
displays using LVDS.

5 different cables must be used:


Parallel: Same for both displays.



LVDS: 4 different cables are represented:
-

905C065 and 905C066 have their own special pin configuration. See App. E where the
most of the pin configuration are reversed compared to the other LVDS displays, note
especially + 3.3V! This is the most important result of the analyze.

-

905-120 has a plastic connector with shorter pins, and the corresponding cable connector
shall be of a special type.

-

The other 5 LVDS displays use the standard LVDS cable.

As seen in App. E, a parallel cable and a standard LVDS cable could be used for video signals supply
of displays of all 3 types of resolution. So those types of cables were collected.

To be able to verify the VHDL project in next chapter, displays using the 3 resolutions, the 2 video
signal transmission types and the 2 lengths of RGB data must be used. (The VHDL project is not
depending on backlight type.) Following displays were used:



905-057



905-098



905-117
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Programming of FPGA

3.3.1 Basic hardware and preparations
There is a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) on the carrier board and the reason is mainly
security: The board is normally used in a display computer produced for trains, where the FPGA is
supervising video data for the pixels via check sums connected to SIL (Safety Integrity Level)
classification. (The possibility to show analog video from a camera on the display is another reason for
the FPGA.) All video data to the display passes the FPGA, which is an essential condition to make this
project possible. The FPGA is of type Xilinx Spartan 3 (type number XC3S1400A).

Changing the resolution using the CPU module on the carrier board is much more complex than for an
office PC. So, to make it possible to easily use displays of different resolutions, all the video signals
shall be generated from the FPGA, without support from the CPU. Selection of the correct resolution,
i.e. the correct pixel clock, was solved by adding 2 parallel pin lists on the carrier board. The pins on
one list were connected to ground and on the other list 3 pins were connected to specific test points in
to FPGA. Pixel clock is selected by connecting a jumper between the pin lists at 1 of the 3 positions.

It also results in a much quicker startup, because no operating system has to be loaded. Therefore, the
compact flash containing Linux operating system on the back side of the carrier board is not needed.

The System Supervisor (SS) on the carrier board is a processor that normally supervises a lot of
signals from the FPGA. In this project all these signals does not exist and the SS would therefore shut
down the system. For that reason a so called Console version of SS was loaded. It does not have the
supervising functions, so the lack of signals is no problem. Both sides of the carrier board for LED
backlight are seen in Fig. 4.
CPU

2 pin lists

FPGA

Configuration.flash for FPGA

System Supervisor Compact flash holder

Fig. 4. Carrier board LED backlight (modified with pin lists and patch lines).
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The colour loop for the display is controlled by a push button from a display computer front overlay,
connected to the carrier board. When used in a display computer, every push of the button increases
the backlight one step. When used in this project, every push changes the colour in the loop.

The following connections were made, as seen in Fig. 5:


Display to carrier board with cables for backlight and video signals.



Power supply +24 V to carrier board.



Push button at an overlay from a display computer to carrier board, used to change colour.



To load the VHDL project to FPGA:
Laptop PC – Xilinx DLC10 Platform Cable USB II – Update card – Carrier board.

Update card

Xilinx DLC10 Platform Cable USB II

Carrier board

Overlay with push button

Fig. 5. Development setup using display 905-112.

At start the VHDL project was verified for the display 905-057, corresponding to a pixel clock of 40
MHz. When this worked, the 2 displays representing the other 2 resolutions were used for verifying
the development with the corresponding pixel clocks.
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3.3.2 VHDL software project
The FPGA is programmed in VHDL (VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware
Description Language). The VHDL code is written in Xilinx ISE Project Navigator (release version
13.2). The simulation function in the Project Navigator was often used to check that different signal
levels were changed at the correct moment.

The original VHDL project for the display computer has a lot of modules handling security. They are
not needed for just showing different colours on the displays. If all those modules would be included it
would take approximately 40 min – 1 hour to build the so called bit file, which is needed to test code
changes. Without them it takes some minute, so starting a new project was an easy choice.

In the original VHDL project, the CPU module generates a pixel clock and a LVDS video signal. They
go in to the FPGA, where a VHDL module called “lvds_deserialiser” deserializes the LVDS signals (3
timing signals and 24 RGB data signals). At every rising clock edge the 24 RGB bits are sent out in a
vector. The meaning of this module is to make the safety supervising and the adding of analog video
possible. Out from the same module also come the 3 timing signals, the passed-through pixel clock
pixel clock. The signals from the VHDL module “lvds_deserialiser” in the FPGA must be

and a

generated without support from the pixel clock and the LVDS video signal coming from the CPU
module. That is best solved by replacing “lvds_deserialiser” with 2 new VHDL modules with different
functions:


Generation of clocks



Generation of video signals

In the new VHDL project there are 6 VHDL modules. 2 of them were written especially for this
project, 2 were copied from the original project and then modified and 2 were copied without change.

Loading of the VHDL project to the FPGA was done using the programming tool Xilinx ISE iMPACT
and could be done in two ways:


The code was mainly loaded as a bit-file, “.bit”, directly to the FPGA, a quick method but the
bit-file disappears as soon as the voltage is turned off.



When the project was finished the code was loaded as a .mcs-file to the configuration flash
memory for FPGA. The .mcs-file is stored in the flash memory even if the voltage is turned
off.
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A flow chart describing the main function of the VHDL project after power on is shown in App. B.

The code with comments for each module is shown in App. D. The properties of each module are
described briefly in this subchapter. The user constraints file is also described. All inputs and outputs
from the program are there connected to specific pins on the FPGA.

top_level.vhd
App. D, page D1-D5. Some parts from the top level module in the original project were reused, mainly
inputs and outputs. All VHDL modules in the project, called “PixelTest”, are connected to each other
by creating signals between them. No process is needed. The relationships between the modules are
shown in the block schedule in App. C. Other changes compared to the original project:


Test-points 3, 6, 8 were added as inputs for selection of pixel clock.



Test-point 9 was added as output for measuring of pixel clock.



The backlight was activated by setting “bl_pwm” to 1.

button_debouncer.vhd
App. D, page D6-D7. This VHDL module was copied from the original project and then modified. It
handles the problem of contact bounces, coming from the push button for changing of colour. The
output port “debouncedButton” changes state to pressed or released when the push button has been
free from bounces for a time defined by ”DebounceCounter”. Changes of input ports:


“fp_btn_inc” is normally used for increasing backlight intensity, but is here used for colour
change.



“LPCClock25MHz” was exchanged to “pixel_clk”.



“pulse1kHz” is instead generated internally in a new process, adapted for 40 MHz pixel
clock. This worked fine also for the other pixel clocks.



The active low reset “reset_n” from “clock_gen.vhd” was added.

Other changes:


The variable ”ChangeButtonState” has been removed and ”DebounceCounter(7)” is used
directly instead.
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clock_gen.vhd (Clock generator)
App. D, page D8-D10. This VHDL module was written specially for the project and was the first that
was written. The reset signal from the carrier board goes into this module. At power on, the reset is
released after a while. It generates the pixel clock and two clocks of frequency

, 180

deg. phase shifted in between.

The Spartan 3 FPGA used have 4 Digital Clock Managers (DCM:s), which are Xilinx IP Intellectually
Property) logic cores. They can be used for generating clocks needed by the application. [16] was used
in the process of generating the clocks in the Xilinx Core Generator within the ISE Project Navigator.
2 DCM:s were used to generate the pixel clock and the two clocks of frequency


dcm_pixel_test_1.vhd



dcm_pixel_test_2.vhd

:

The in- and outputs used in the project for a DCM are seen in Fig. 6. The generation process for the
clocks is based on the setting of these in- and outputs.

Inputs

Outputs
CLKIN

CLK0

RST

CLKFX
CLKFX180
LOCKED

Fig. 6. Used inputs and outputs of Digital Clock Manager.


DCM 1 is used to generate a 40 MHz clock which is the pixel clock frequency for SVGA, as
seen in Table 2 in subchapter 3.2.1.
Inputs, both from the carrier board:
-

CLKIN:

25 MHz clock

-

RST:

Main reset

Outputs:
-

CLK0:

25 MHz clock passing through

-

CLKFX:

40 MHz clock generated by multiplying and dividing the 25 MHz input

-

CLKFX180:

Not used

-

LOCKED:

High when all clocks in and out from DCM 1 are stable
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DCM 2 is used to generate the

for LVDS described in subchapter 2.3.4.

Inputs:
-

CLKIN:

A clock selected from the following 3 alternatives, where the selected
alternative is detected at power on:
* 25 MHz from the carrier board, within the allowable limits for VGA
(typ. freq. 25.175 MHz). This can be seen in Table 3 in subchapter 3.2.1.
* 40 MHz generated in DCM 1, the typical pixel clock frequency for
SVGA.
* 66.5 MHz already generated by dividing a 133 MHz clock from the
carrier board. Within the allowable limits for XGA (typ. freq. 65 MHz)

-

RST:

DCM 2 is reset if DCM 1 is unlocked.

Outputs:
-

CLK0:

The passed-through pixel clock is used as input clock to the other 4
VHDL modules, see App. C.

-

CLKFX, CLKFX180: The two clocks of frequency

are used for

generation of the data bit stream for LVDS. Spartan 3 FPGA is too slow
to fulfill the timing demands using a
clocks of frequency

, so instead two
are delivered, one of them 180

degrees phase shifted compared to the other. The number of rising edges
will in this way be
-

LOCKED:

“reset_n” is high when all clocks are stable. It goes to all other modules
except “parallel_video_out”.

The two DCM:s used together are seen in Fig. 7.

DCM 1
25 MHz

MUX

DCM 2

25 MHz

pixel_clk

40 MHz

pixel_clk_x3_5
pixel_clk_x3_5n
reset_n

66.5 MHz

Clock select

Fig. 7. Generation and selection of pixel clock (reset and locked signals for DCM 1 not displayed).
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video_sig_gen.vhd (Video signal generator)
App. D, page D11-D15. This module was written specially for the project. The video signal generator
module generates 27 video signals:


The colour values red, green and blue, each made up of 8 bits, in a vector



The 3 timing signals de, hsync,and vsync in parallel

Values for 5 different colours are sent to the display, one colour at a time. Changing of colour is
controlled by “debouncedButton”, coming from the module “button_debouncer”. The colours are
changed in a loop: red – green – blue – black – white – red and so on.

In one process the timing values for the selected pixel clock is set from 3 alternatives, one for each
pixel clock. For example, the index “10” represents the 40 MHz clock for SVGA

. The

timing values are set from the standard values in Table 4.

General timing
Screen refresh rate:

60 Hz

Pixel clock:

40 MHz

Horisontal timing (line), polarity of horizontal sync pulse is positive.
Scanline part

Pixels

Time [us]

Visible area:

800

20

Front porch:

40

1

Sync pulse:

128

3.2

Back porch:

88

2.2

Whole line:

1056

26.4

Vertical timing (frame), polarity of vertical sync pulse is positive.
Frame part

Lines

Time [ms]

Visible area:

600

15.84

Front porch:

1

0.0264

Sync pulse:

4

0.1056

Back porch:

23

0.6072

Whole line:

628

16.5792

Table 4.Timing values for 40 MHz pixel clock [13].

Front porch and back porch, before and after the sync pulse, are extra time included to get correct
screen refresh rate. The extra time was originally needed for CRT displays (Cathode Ray Tube).
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lvds_serialiser.vhd
App. D, page D16-D18. This VHDL module was copied unchanged from the original project. The 27
video signal bits coming from the video signal generator are serialized to a 4 link data stream
(“dataout”), where the bit-timing is generated by the two clocks of frequency

;

“pixel_clk35” and the 180 degrees phase shifted “pixel_clk35_n”. These clocks are internal in the
FPGA and the data stream is not converted to a LVDS signal until in the module top_level.vhd. The
pixel clock coming in (“pixel_clk”) has 50 % duty cycle and the LVDS pixel clock going out
(“clkout”) is asymmetric (with unchanged frequency): It has high level
level

of the period time and low

. The reason is that the number of bits transferred in each data link is 7, and the clock shall

not change state in the middle of a bit.

parallel_video_out.vhd
App. D, page D19-D20. This VHDL module was copied unchanged from the original project. As seen
in the name this module is used by displays using parallel video data. They also have only 18 bits
RGB data.

top_level.ucf
App. D, page D21-D22. “ucf” means user constraints file. Only some parts from the corresponding
ucf-file for the original project were needed, and those were copied unchanged. Nothing had to be
added. All inputs and outputs in “top_level.vhd” are connected to specific pins on the FPGA:
Inputs:


“cb_reset_n” is the main reset, active low from carrier board



2 clocks, 25 MHz and 133 MHz from carrier board



Signal from push button for colour change



Test points tp3, tp6 and tp 8 are used for pixel clock selection. “PULLUP” means the function
of a pull-up resistor, that is they are active low.

Outputs:


Regarding the video signal transmission the pins are always active for each transmission type:
-

LVDS: The clock and the 4 links use 2 pins each: positive “_p” and negative “_n”, which
together make the LVDS signal.

-

Parallel: The 3 timing signals and the 18 rgb-bits all have their own pin.



Backlight



Testpoint tp 9 is used for measuring the pixel clock with oscilloscope.
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Realizing of special test equipment hardware

The mission of this part was to get the special hardware necessary to test the rest of the display
models.

The work was divided in:


Defining the special hardware and eventual modification needed, for every display model



Collecting the hardware



Modifying the hardware if needed



Verifying the function of the hardware

The carrier boards and some standard cables were already available since the VHDL project. To define
some of the additional hardware and the eventual modifications needed, some other persons were
consulted, see Preface.

The special test equipment hardware were in the same way as the other hardware at first hand
collected by getting scrapped or by other reasons left-over units (for other qualities than needed here),
or by borrowing units. Some parts had to be collected as new.

Modifying were made by other persons, see Preface.

For every display model its corresponding test equipment hardware were verified.

An overview of some specifications for all the test equipment hardware is seen in App. F.

Hardware and settings needed for all display models are covered in App. G.

An instruction of how to test a display is seen in App. H.
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3.4.1 Realizing of special hardware for backlight

CCFL

The special CCFL backlight supplies are of 3 types, seen in Fig. H4 in App. H, and marked as
mentioned first in the following parts:


“052”: A special base board used only for the backlight for 905-052, which shall have lower
voltages. (The corresponding power cable marked “24V” is of same type as for the carrier
boards.) Note: There is a risk to connect the backlight supply of the carrier board instead for
the board “052”, because the backlight connectors are of the same type.



“XL”: A separate small inverter module for 905C065 and 905C066. The reason for the
marking “XL” is the fact that these 2 displays, of different sizes, are used in the display
computer model XL. As seen in App. E both display sizes have the same current and relatively
small difference in voltage, which makes it possible to use the same module for both. The
inputs GND, 5 V and 12 V might be possible to use from the carrier board, but to save time
and to avoid damage on the carrier board this will wait until the construction of a fixture,
which is not included in this project. Instead two separate power supplies are used, connected
at grounding point. The corresponding cable, also marked “XL”, is special made for that
purpose.



“097”: A display board for 905-097, the only display with 4 tubes. When used in a display
computer, the main processor sends commands to a processor on the display board,
controlling the backlight via 2 CCFL controller circuits. Each of the controller circuits
controls 2 tubes. For this project, the processor controlling the backlight is disconnected by
lifting its 2 output pins for backlight enable respective brightness. The corresponding input
pins at the controller circuits are set high for maximum brightness, by strapping 5 V there.
(The intensity is controlled in the range 0.5 V – 2.0 V. Voltages below results in min intensity
and voltages above in max intensity.) The board is, as for “XL”, supplied with GND, 5 V and
12 V from the two power supplies. A modified ribbon cable is used, also marked “097”. Note:
The cable should always be attached to the board, connected as in Fig. H4. There is a risk of
turning the connector in wrong way.

LED

The standard cable for 4 LED loops could be used also from the carrier board made for 2 loops. Pins 1
and 2 on carrier board normally power only anode 1, but power here anode 1 and 3 and so on.
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3.4.2 Realizing of special hardware for video signals
As mentioned in subchapter 3.2.3, all pins in the LVDS connector for the displays 905C065 and
905C066 have different configuration compared to the other displays and to each other, 3 pins differ
between the 2 displays. It is seen in App. E. Pins 1 to 16 from carrier board corresponds to pin 20
down to 5 on the display, as seen in App. F.


905C065 uses only 18 bit RGB, therefore link 3 is not used. The data sheet for the display,
available at [11], says at part 4.5.4 that both pins for link 3, pins 1 and 2, are grounded
internally in the display and that they also shall be connected to ground. It is also seen that pin
4 shall be open.



For 905C066 pin 4 is used for FRC, which means Frame Rate Control. It corresponds to
MODE on carrier board, where high level means 24 bit RGB. In the circuit diagram for the
carrier board is seen that MODE is always set high. This means link 3 is always connected
through the cable.

The result of the facts above is that a unique LVDS video cable had to be made for each of the both
displays. All the LVDS cables for this test were made longer by joining two standard LVDS cables.
These 2 cables were made by connecting different lines in the joining point. The cables are marked:


“065 XL10” for 905C065



“066 XL12” for 905C066

“XL” is mentioned because the cables are used for the 2 displays in the display computer model XL,
the same marking as on the cable for the inverter module for backlight, used by both displays. “10”
and “12” are the sizes of the displays: 10.4” and 12.1”. Note: There is a double risk for wrong
connection: The correct cable must be used and it must be turned the right way. If the connection is
not made the correct way, the +3.3 V from the carrier board might be connected to ground (065) or to
link 3 (066) at the display!


“120”: For 905-120, with the shorter connector pins, the regular cable was not available and
the cable type is seldom ordered. Until a regular cable is available, both sides of one connector
on a standard LVDS cable were cut off, to be able to push the connector longer into the
display connector. Note: There might be a risk for turning the connector upside down. The
metal pins of the cable connector shall be upwards at connection!

After realizing all special hardware, it was verified successfully by testing the corresponding display
models. The rest of the display models were also tested successfully. So, all 10 display models can be
tested.
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Inspection of different pixel defects at different colours

Some displays with defect pixels had been discovered in the production. The colour showed from the
faulty pixel had been written on a note attached to each display. One display each with different pixel
defect colour was collected. Tests were then performed, using the test equipment. The faulty pixel was
observed while the different colours in the loop were displayed, to check the change of the visibility of
the pixel defects. The results can be seen in table 5.
The visibility of the displays has been graded in 1-5, with 5 as the best visibility. The grades have been
set from a subjective point of view. The sign “-“ mean that the faulty pixel is not seen at all.

Colour from

Display showing:

defect pixel

Red

Green

Blue

Black

White

Red

-

1

2

4

-

Green

2

-

2

5

-

Blue

2

1

-

4

-

Purple

2

1

3

4

-

White

2

1

3

5

-

Table 5. Subjective visibility of different pixel defects at different colours on the display (grade 5 best).

All these pixel defects should be stuck high sub-pixels, because none of them are seen at white colour
and all appear brighter than the colour shown on the display. They are naturally not seen when the
same colour is shown on the display and they are best seen at black colour on the display, because of
the largest contrast. In subchapter 2.1.2 is said that a green stuck high sub-pixel are easier detected by
the human eye than red or blue, because it appear brighter. That is confirmed at black colour. It is also
logic that green colour on the display is the colour where stuck high sub-pixels are most difficult to
see; the brightest colour gives the smallest contrast to them.

The purple pixel is probably the result of 2 sub-pixels stuck high: red and blue. Therefore it is also
seen for every one of the colours red, green and blue on the display; some other sub-pixel than the
actual colour is always lit. The white pixel is the result of all 3 sub-pixels stuck high.

If a stuck low sub-pixel had existed it should have been seen as a darker dot at white colour on the
display, where all the sub-pixels shall be fully lit. It should also have been seen at the same colour as
the sub-pixel would have shown if it was OK.
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4 Discussion

The VHDL project for the FPGA and the realization of test equipment hardware resulted in that all 10
display models can be tested without problems, so the main goal of the project was achieved.

When testing with deliberately wrong resolution for 905-112, that is wrong pixel clock from carrier
board, it was shown that the image on the display is disturbed in both cases. When the selected
resolution is lower, that is lower pixel clock frequency, than the resolution of the display the colour
does not cover the whole display. When it is higher, vertical stripes are seen. See Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. 905-112 SVGA: To the left selected pixelclock for VGA, to the right XGA.
The module “button_debouncer.vhd” was as all other VHDL modules first made only for 40 MHz
pixel clock, as seen in line 53. It turned out to work without problems also for the other two pixel
clocks: 25 MHz and 66.5 MHz: The colours are changed distinctly when the push button is pressed.
Eventual problems would not have affected reliable test conditions. Therefore no adaption to different
pixel clocks was made.

The chosen inspection method, visual by human eye, has naturally a big disadvantage in the risk of
missing pixel defects, but that was a given condition. An eventual automatic detection of pixel defects
is not contained in this project.

Based on recommendations, it seems a stuck low sub-pixel should be easier to detect if red, green and
blue are shown in addition to white (black is for stuck high). At least it should be easier to find out the
colour it should have shown, even though it is not needed for comparing to the pixel defect standard.
But a display with a stuck low sub-pixel was not available for verifying. All the collected displays
with pixel defects showed to have stuck high sub-pixels.
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5 Conclusions

In a TFT display, every pixel is consisting of 3 sub-pixels (red, green and blue). Every sub-pixel is
controlled by its own thin-film transistor (TFT). The large amount of TFTs in a display causes the risk
of pixel faults of 3 basic types: Type 1: Stuck high pixel means all 3 sub-pixels are always lit, Type 2:
Stuck low pixel means all 3 sub-pixels are always turned off, Type 3: 1 sub-pixel is always stuck high
(lit) or stuck low (turned off). Cluster pixel faults are faults of type 1 to 3 within a cluster of
pixels.

Based on these definitions the International Organization for Standardization, ISO, has created a Pixel
fault classification, which is included in the standard ISO 9241Ergonomics of human-system
interaction – Part 307:2008: Analysis and compliance test methods for electronic visual displays [7].
The classification is a table containing specific allowable numbers of the different types of pixel faults.
If the numbers are exceeded the display supplier are recommended to replace the display. But other
limits of pixel defects than in the standard can be agreed between the display supplier and the
customer.

At a visual control of TFT displays regarding faulty pixels, the following colours shall, each at a time,
be shown on the display: Red, green, blue, black and white.

10 different display models were selected by CrossControl for coming arrival inspection.
Their properties in brief:


Resolution:
2 have

pixels, 2 have

and 6 have

. Therefore 3 different pixel clocks had to be generated.


Backlight:
5 have the older technology Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps (CCFL), which means neon
light from tubes, and 5 have Light Emitting Diodes (LED).
- For the CCFL displays, special backlight supply of 3 types for 4 displays had to be
constructed because of the different supply voltages needed by the displays. For one display
there is a risk of connecting the wrong type of supply, with risk of damage. The cables are of 3
different types and are already mounted on the displays from supplier.
- The backlight voltage from the LED carrier board worked for all the 5 LED displays. The
LED cables must be connected manually to the displays and they are of 2 different types: for 2
or 4 LED loops, with different types of connectors to the display. In summary, the backlight
supply for LED was much easier to realize than for CCFL.
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Video signals:
2 have parallel transmission and 8 have LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling). Special
cables had to be made for 3 of the LVDS displays. 2 of those cables have a completely
different pin configuration, also compared to each other. This was the most important
discovery, because if the standard LVDS cable would have been used from the carrier board,
the displays would probably have been damaged. Those cables should be kept in a special
place, to avoid connection to wrong type of display.

2 display computer carrier boards, one each for the backlight type CCFL respective LED, were used
from the start. They are including a FPGA of type Xilinx Spartan 3. The programming of the FPGA
was best solved by opening a new project and using some modules and code parts from the original
project. In the original project several VHDL modules are handling security. They are unnecessary for
this project and would have caused a very long building time for the project. 4 modules were copied
from the original project, but 2 of them were modified.
The VHDL module “lvds_serialiser.vhd” in the original project gets a pixel clock and a LVDS video
signal containing the colour code from the CPU. To be able to easily change the colours on the
display, the CPU had to be disconnected from the colour generation. Instead, the FPGA was
programmed to generate the different colour codes. Therefore 2 completely new VHDL modules had
to be written to replace the module “lvds_deserialiser.vhd”: One that generates the pixel clock and the
LVDS pixel clock and one that generates the video signals.

2 clocks from the carrier board were used: 25 MHz and 133 MHz, divided to 66.5 MHz. Together with
2 cascade coupled Digital Clock Managers they generate the correct frequencies for the pixel clock
and the two clocks of frequency

, phase shifted 180 deg. inbetween. The last 2

clocks form together the LVDS pixel clock of frequency

. The correct pixel clock is

selected with the position of a jumper on two parallel pin lists.

All 10 display models can be tested without problems.

Suggestions for developments of the project:


Checking of the backlight, by testing one CCFL tube or LED loop at a time.



Mounting of the test equipment in a mechanical fixture, including:
-

Cooling of CPU.

-

A 3-state switch for the 3 different display resolutions. The pin list where the jumper is
used can instead be connected to the switch.
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-

Another type of push button for changing of colour.

-

If 5 V and 12 V from the carrier board can be used to supply the backlight supply
equipment for 905C065, 905C066 and 905-097 it will reduce the number of external
power supplies needed from 3 to just 1.

-

The carrier board for LED backlight could be used for video signal generation for all
displays if special backlight supply is attached also for 905-057. (The carrier board for
CCFL backlight can supply only 905-057 with backlight voltage and the rest of the 4
CCFL displays need special backlight supply.)

-

A camera might be used for documentation, either manually or automatic.

-

Automatic detection of pixel defects might be implemented, maybe by measuring the
emitted light strength from the display or by measuring the current consumption.
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Appendix A – Table of acronyms

CCFL:

Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps

CPU:

Central Processing Unit

DCM:

Digital Clock Manager

DE:

Data Enable

FPGA:

Field Programmable Gate Array

HSYNC:

Horizontal Synchronization

ISO:

International Organization for Standardization

LCD:

Liquid Crystal display

LED:

Light Emitting Diodes

LVDS:

Low Voltage Differential Signaling

MUX:

Multiplexer

RGB:

Red Green Blue

RTL:

Register Transfer Level

SIL:

Safety Integrity Level

SIS:

Swedish Standards Institute

SS:

System Supervisor

SVGA:

Super Video Graphics Array, 800x600 pixels

TFT:

Thin Film Transistor

USB:

Universal Serial Bus

VGA:

Video Graphics Array, 640×480 pixels

VHDL:

VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language

VSYNC:

Vertical Synchronization

XGA:

Extended Graphics Array, 1024x768 pixels

A1
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Appendix B – VHDL flow chart

Is DCM1 locked:
dcm1_locked_out=1?

Set correct limits for video timing values
depending on selected pixel clock:
hsync_min, hsync_max, vsync_min, vsync_max

Detect selected pixel clock: clk_select = tp3 & tp6 & tp8
Set clk_index to “01”,”10” or “11”

Yes

Set default RGB data to red:
r=0xFF, g=0x00, b = 0x00

Set rgb in video interfaces for parallel and LVDS
to red: tft_r=0x3F, tft_g=0x00, tft_b=0x00,
dataout r-bits=1, g-bits=0, b-bits=0

No
Is button pushed and debounced:
fp_btn_inc = debouncedButton = 0?

Yes

Set rgb in video interfaces for
parallel and LVDS to green:
tft_r=0x00, tft_g=0x3F, tft_b=0x00,
dataout r-bits=0, g-bits=1, b-bits=0

Between 2 frames, set RGB data to blue:
When vsync_n=0, set r=0x00 g=0x00, b =0xFF

Set rgb in video interfaces for
parallel and LVDS to blue:
tft_r=0x00, tft_g=0x00, tft_b=0x3F,
dataout r-bits=0, g-bits=0, b-bits=1

Between 2 frames, set RGB data to black:
When vsync_n=0, set r=0x00, g=0x00, b =0x00

Set rgb in video interfaces for
parallel and LVDS to black:
tft_r=0x00, tft_g=0x00, tft_b=0x00,
dataout r-bits=0, g-bits=0, b-bits=0

Between 2 frames, set RGB data to white:
When vsync_n=0, set r=0xFF, g=0xFF, b =0xFF

Set rgb in video interfaces for
parallel and LVDS to white: tft_r=0x3F,
tft_g=0x3F, tft_b=0x3F,
dataout r-bits=1, g-bits=1, b-bits=1

Between 2 frames, set RGB data to red:
When vsync_n=0, set r=0xFF, g=0x00, b =0x00

Set rgb in video interfaces for
parallel and LVDS to red:
tft_r=0x3F, tft_g=0x00, tft_b=0x00,
dataout r-bits=1, g-bits=0, b-bits=0

Yes
No
Is button pushed and debounced:
fp_btn_inc = debouncedButton = 0?

Yes
No
Is button pushed and debounced:
fp_btn_inc = debouncedButton = 0?

Yes

No
Is button pushed and debounced:
fp_btn_inc = debouncedButton = 0?

Yes

B1

Yes

Start generating video timing signals:
Set 0 or 1 for de, hsync_n, vsync_n

Between 2 frames, set RGB data to green:
When vsync_n=0, set r=0x00, g=0xFF, b =0x00

No
Is button pushed and debounced:
fp_btn_inc = debouncedButton = 0?

Is DCM2 locked:
reset_n = 1?
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Appendix C – VHDL block schedule
pixel_clk
button_debouncer
debounced
fp_btn_inc

Button

reset_n

pixel_clk
clk_25MHz

clock_gen

pixel_clk

pixel_clk_x3_5 pixel_clk35

lvds_serialiser

pixel_clk_x3_5n pixel_clk35_n
clk_133MHz

reset_n

clkout

pixel_clk35_lckd

clk_index
clk_select

2

rgb

3

de

reset

pixel_clk

video_sig_gen

hsync_n

dataout

vsync_n

4

parallel_video_out

clk_index
rgb
reset_n

rgb

24

tft_r

de

de

debounced
Button

tft_clk

hsync_n

hsync_n

tft_g

6

tft_b

6

tft_ena 6
tft_hsync_n

pixel_clk

vsync_n

C1

vsync_ n

tft_vsync_n
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Appendix D – VHDL code modules

top_level.vhd

D1
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D2
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D3
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D4
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D5
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button_debouncer.vhd

D6
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D7
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clock_gen.vhd

D8
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D9
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D10
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video_sig_gen.vhd

D11
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D12
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D13
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D14
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D15
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lvds_serialiser.vhd

D16
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D17
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D18
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parallel_video_out.vhd

D19
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D20
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top_level.ucf

D21
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D22
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Appendix E – Technical data for the displays

10 different types
Common properties: Active Matrix TFT LCD, Update frequency 60 Hz.
The displays are sorted in groups in priority as follows: Backlight type (CCFL or LED), Common interfaces, Article number.
Display properties
CC Article no.

3 resolutions
Explanations
Size VGA: 640x480 pixels D = Display connector
(- = Lea d free, C = Indefi ni te)
Pixel clk 25.175 MHz C = Corresponding connector:
Max. pixel defects in data SVGA:800x600 pixels CCFL: Inverter (cables mounted)
sheet at page,N.I.=Not Incl. Pixel clk 40 MHz
LED: Cable
Manufacturer,
XGA:1024x768 pixels LF = Lead Free
Model no. on label.
Pixel clk 65 MHz
JAE, JST, HIROSE = Manufacturers

Corresponding connector always on cable.
18 bits RGB data is used for: 905-052, 905C065, 905-098.
The other 7 displays use 24 bits RGB data.
Explanations
R = Red, G = Green, B = Blue
HD = HSYNC VD = VSYNC DE = Data Enable
Link 0-3: RGB data via LVDS (at 18 bit only 0-2)
CLKIN-/+ = Pixel clock
FRC=MODE: low = 18 bit RGB, high = 24 bit
SC = reverse Scan Control (Low:Normal,High:Reverse)

Group 1: Backlight type CCFL = Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps: 5 displays
TFT display
Resolution
Backlight
Video
905-052
6.5” VGA
Optrex,
p. 21
T-51750GD065J-FW-ADN

2 CCFL: GND + supply for 2 tubes Parallel
D: BHR-02(8.0)VS-1N (JST)
D: DF9B-31P-1V (HIROSE)
C: SM02(8.0)B-BHS(JST)
C: DF9B-31S-1V (HIROSE)
Start volt. max 520 V
Operation: typ. 320 V, 6.0 mA
Both VGA displays, this and 905-098, have parallel video signals and identical pin configuration on 31 pins:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
GND DCLK HD
VD GND
R0
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5 GND
G0
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5 GND
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5 GND
DE +3.3V +3.3V OPEN SC (DCLK=Clock signal for sampling catch data signal)

E1

20
B0
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Continuation of Group 1: Backlight type CCFL = Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps: 5 displays
TFT display
Resolution
Backlight
Video
905-057
10.4”
Optrex,
p.22
T-51944D104J-FW-A-AA

SVGA

2 CCFL as 905-052 above.
Start volt. min. 900-1440 V
Operation: typ. 470 V, 6.5 mA

LVDS
D: FI-SEB20P-HFE(JAE)
(B means sunk-into-the board and is only used on
this display but the cable connector is the same.)
C: FI-S20S

905-095 = -057+antireflex
LVDS video data pin configuration on 20 pins:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
+3.3V +3.3V GND GND Link 0- Link 0+ GND Link 1- Link 1+ GND Link 2- Link 2+ GND CLKIN- CLKIN+ GND Link 3- Link 3+ MODE SC
905C065
10.4”
XGA 1 CCFL: GND + 2 supply for 2 tubes LVDS connector as 905-057 above , but
NEC,
N.I.
D: BHR-03VS-1
different pin configuration.
NL10276BC20-04
C: SM03 (4.0) B-BHS-1-TB
Start volt. min. 850-1100 V
Operation: typ. 520 V, 5.0 mA
LVDS pin configuration: Mostly reversed, note specific +3.3 V! 18 bit RGB means Link 3 is not used:
Green: Different pin pos. than standard LVDS. Blue: Different pin pos. also compared to the other XL display.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
GND GND
SC OPEN GND CLKIN+CLKIN- GND Link 2+ Link 2- GND Link 1+ Link 1- GND Link 0+ Link 0- GND GND +3.3V +3.3V
905C066
12.1”
XGA 1 CCFL as 905C065 above.
LVDS connector as 905-057 above , but
NEC,
N.I.
Start volt. min. 960 V
different pin configuration.
NL10276BC24-13
Operation: typ. 600 V, 5.0 mA
LVDS pin configuration: Mostly reversed, note specific +3.3 V! 24 bit RGB:
Green: Different pin pos. than standard LVDS. Blue: Different pin pos. also compared to the the other XL display.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Link 3+ Link 3- SC
FRC GND CLKIN+CLKIN- GND Link 2+ Link 2- GND Link 1+ Link 1- GND Link 0+ Link 0- GND GND +3.3V +3.3V
905-097
12.1”
XGA 2 CCFL, each with GND and
LVDS connector and pin config. as 905-057 above.
Mitsubishi,
N.I.
2 supply lines, for 4 tubes.
AA121XJ01
D:BHR-04VS-1 (JST)
C: SM04(4.0)B-BHS(LF)(SN) (JST)
Start volt. min. 1000-1290 V
Operation: typ. 540 V, 13.0 mA

E2
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Group 2: Backlight type LED = Light Emitting Diodes: 5 displays
TFT display
Resolution
Backlight
905-098
6.5”
Optrex,
p.20
T-55465D065J-LW-A-AAN

905-112
10.4”
Optrex,
p.22
T-55563D104J-LW-A-AAN

VGA

SVGA

Video

1 LED with cathode and
anode for 2 loops.
D: SM06B-SHLS-TF (JST)
C: SHLP-06V-S-B-(JST)
Typ. 2x90 mA, Max. 2x150 mA
Typ. 2x20,4 V, Max. 2x23,7 V

Parallel as 905-052.

1 LED as 905-098 above.
Typ. 2x70 mA, Max. 2x80 mA
Typ. 2x27 V, Max. 2x36,0 V

LVDS connector and pin config. as 905-057.

905-116
Mitsubishi,
AA121XK01

12.1”
N.I.

XGA

1 LED as 905-098 above.
Typ. 2x120 mA, Max. 2x130 mA
Typ. 2x24 V, Max. 2x33.6 V

LVDS connector and pin config. as 905-057.

905-117
Mitsubishi,
AA104XD02

10.4”
N.I.

XGA

1 LED as 905-098 above.
Typ. 2x70 mA, Max. 2x80 mA
Typ. 2x27 V, Max. 2x36.0 V

LVDS connector and pin config. as 905-057.

905-120
Mitsubishi,
AA150XT01

15”
N.I.

XGA

1 LED with cathode and
anode for 4 loops.
D:SM10B-SHLS-TF(LF)(SN) (JST)
C: SHLP-10V-S-B (JST)
Typ. 4x110 mA, Max. 4x120 mA
Typ. 2x24 V, Max. 2x32.8 V

LVDS
D: DF14H-20P-1.25H(56) (HIROSE)
C: DF14-20S-1.25C (HIROSE)
Plastic with shorter pins causes the need of a
special cable connector.
Pin config. as 905-057.

E3
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Appendix F – Test equipment
The test equipment is sorted in following groups: Power supplies, CCFL boards, Carrier boards, Cables.
1 piece of every article is needed, unless anything else is mentioned.

Marking
-

CC Article nbr.

Type

Applicable for display
model

C000105-17

Overlay 10,4"

All

Connect

Comments

To J3 on CCFL, LED

Pin 3 Backlight increase
button for switching colours

Power supplies
-

-

Power supply +24 V All
Power supply +12 V 905C065,905C066,905-097
Power supply +5 V 905C065,905C066,905-097

CCFL boards

3 types

Cable +24 V
Cable XL or -097
Cable XL or -097

052

C000048-147

Base board

905-052

Cable +24V to X1

XL

905C013

DC/AC INVERTER

905C065, 905C066

Cable XL to CN1
Display to CN2 or
CN3

F1

Common ground for
+5 V and +12 V

470-640 V, 5 mA
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Marking CC Article nbr.
097

C000107-17

Type

Applicable for display model

Display board 12"
Modified this way:
Pins
C4:15-16

TP37

- U20:9
U20:10
U21:9
U21:10

905-097

Connect

Comments

Cable -097 to J1

Note! Risk of turning the
connector in wrong way.
Generates volt. for 4 tubes.

Comments
Pins lifted to disconnect the processor which normally
controls the backlight by commands from the main processor.
These two pins enable backlight and control brightness.
BRITE_IN
ENABLE
5 V strapped from TP37 to 4 inputs on backlight
BRITE_IN
controllers to enable backlight and give max. brightness.
ENABLE

Carrier boards - backlight and video signals

CCFL

C000105-06

LED

C000105-100

Modifications of both carrier boards:
(- Compact flash card containing Linux not needed.)
- Console version of System Supervisor loaded.
- .mcs-file loaded to configuration flash for FPGA.
- Test points 3, 6, 8 connected to pins on a pin list and GND to corresponding pins in a parallel pin list.
A jumper connects the pin lists when choosing pixel clock.
- Pixel clock can be measured at tp9.
Carrier board,
All 5 CCFL displays, but
Both have FPGA Xilinx Spartan 3, type no XC3S1400A.
CCFL
backlight supply only
applicable for 905-057.
Carrier board,
All 5 LED displays
LED

F2
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Marking CC Article nbr.

Type

Applicable for display model

Cables

24V
24V
XL

Similar to
C000002-31
C000082-88
Special made of:
810C151
810C152
810C153
810-359
852C134

Connect

Comments

Length

Length of cables are without connectors.

* Power
3 types
The two cables for +24V works the same way. Both at same time are needed only for 905-052.
Connector towards carrier board plugged in the middle for eliminating risk of wrong connection.
Straight M12 to Laboratory plugs
All
+24 V to X1 on boards CCFL, LED, -097
90 cm
Red and yellow banana plugs connected.
Power cable
All
+24 V to X1 on boards CCFL, LED, -097
200 cm
905C065, 905C066
Yellow banana plug 4 mm
Red banana plug 4 mm
Black banana plug 4 mm
Connector 8 pol. to inverter board
8 cable lines 0.15 mm
Pins
Voltage

+5 V, +12 V to CN1 on board XL

1-2

DC in

+12 V

5-6

SLEEP#
BRITE
GND
VSYNC

+5 V

Comments
Red plug to power
supply.
Yellow. High level means inverter enable and max.
brightness

0V
0V

Black. Common grounding point for 5V and 12V.
Not needed.

3-4
7-8

F3

38 cm
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Marking CC Article nbr.
097

Special made of:
810C151
810C152
810C153
850-012
852-084
852C087
852-088

Type

Applicable for display model

Connect

Comments

905-097
+5 V, +12 V to J1 on board -097
Yellow banana plug 4 mm
Red banana plug 4 mm
Black banana plug 4 mm
Ribbon cable 4" 50-pol
Yellow cable 0.22mm²
Red cable 0.22mm²
Black cable 0.22mm²
Ribbon cable modified by only using following lines, to the 3 banana plugs:
Pins on J1
Voltage
Comments
46,48,50
+12 V
Red plug to power supply
17,21
+5 V
Yellow
45,47,49
GND
Black
* Backlight - LED

Length
67 cm

2 types

LED2

C000082-

Cable TFT LED
905-098, 905-112,
From board to display, extended.
backlight
905-116, 905-117
4 lines: LED cathode and anode for 2 loops.
(Standard lengths: C000082-48 for 6.5”: 19 cm, -69 for 10": 22 cm, -70 for 12": 25cm.)

46 cm

LED4

C000124-13

Cable TFT LEDbacklight 15"

27.5 cm

905-120

From board LED to display
8 lines: LED cathode and anode for 4 loops.
Pins 1-2 normally power only anode 1 but
power here anode 1 and 3 and so on, which
seems to work fine.

F4
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Marking CC Article nbr.

PAR

LVDS

859-100

2 pcs. 859-099

120

2 pcs. 859-099
C000124-15

Type

Applicable for display model

* Video signals Parallel

1 type

Digital display cable

905-052, 905-098

* Video signals LVDS

4 types

LVDS display cable
905-057, 905-097, 905-112,
20-pol
905-116, 905-117
Special made: 2 cables joined.

Connect

Comments

Length

From board CCFL/LED to display.

18 cm

From board CCFL/LED to display.
Standard used for 5 of 8 LVDS displays.

50 cm

The LVDS display connector on 905-120 is of another (plastic) type with shorter pins, which made it
necessary to remove the sides of the cable connector. End towards display marked “120 DISPLAY”.
Note! As a consequence, the cable connector might be turned upside down. Metal pins shall be upwards!
Old type of cables but same article nbr., thereby the larger length.
Special made: 2 cables joined.
From board LED to display
72 cm
Correct LVDS Cable

F5
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Marking CC Article nbr.
065 XL10
066 XL12

2 pcs. 859-099
2 pcs. 859-099

Type

Applicable for display model

LVDS display cable 20-pol
LVDS display cable 20-pol
Special made, 2 cables joined in different ways:
905C065
905C066
XL 10.4" 18-bit RGB
XL 12.1" 24-bit RGB
Carrier
Display
Carrier
board
board
+3.3V
1
20
+3.3V
1
+3.3V
2
19
+3.3V
2
GND
3
18
GND
3
GND
4
17
GND
4
Link 05
16
Link 05
Link 0+
6
15
Link 0+
6
GND
7
14
GND
7
Link 18
13
Link 18
Link 1+
9
12
Link 1+
9
GND
10
11
GND
10
Link 211
10
Link 211
Link 2+
12
9
Link 2+
12
GND
13
8
GND
13
CLKIN14
7
CLKIN14
CLKIN+
15
6
CLKIN+
15
GND
16
5,2,1
GND
16
Link 317
N.C.
Link 317
Link 3+
18
N.C.
Link 3+
18
MODE
19
N.C.
MODE
19
SC
20
3
SC
20

F6

Length
46 cm
48 cm

Display
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
2
1
4
3

N.C.=No Connection
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Appendix G – Test setup depending on display

CC Article no.,

Size,
Overlay always
connected.

(- = Lead free, C = Indefinite)

Max. pixel defects in data
sheet at page, N.I.=Not Incl.
Manufacturer,
Power supply +24V,
Model no. on label.
Cable 24V always
used for both types.

2. Special CCFL
1. Carrier board
backlight supply

TFT display
905-052
6.5”
Optrex,
p. 21
T-51750GD065J-FW-ADN
905-057
10.4”
Optrex,
p.22
T-51944D104J-FW-A-AA
905-095 = -057+antireflex

905C065
NEC,
NL10276BC20-04

CCFL: Carrier board backlight
is applicable only for 905-057,
special supply must be added
for the others.
LED: Carrier board backlight
is working for all displays,
so special supply is not relevant.

10.4”
N.I.

CCFL or LED

CCFL

CCFL or LED

Power supply +24 V
Cable +24V
Board 052
No

NOTE! 065 XL10
CCFL display
and 066 XL12 might
cables are
be connected in
mounted
wrong way with
from supplier. risk of damage.

VGA: 640x480 pix
Pixel clk25.175MHz
SVGA:800x600 pix.
Pixel clk 40 MHz
XGA:1024x768 pix.
Pixel clk 65 MHz

3.Backlight
cable(s) 4. Video cable

5. Resolution

2 on display

VGA

2 on display

Power supply +12 V
Power supply +5 V
Cable XL
Board XL

G1

1 on display

PAR

LVDS

065 XL10

SVGA

XGA
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2. Special CCFL
1. Carrier board
backlight supply

TFT display
905C066
NEC,
NL10276BC24-13

12.1”
N.I.

CCFL or LED

905-097
Mitsubishi,
AA121XJ01

12.1”
N.I.

CCFL or LED

Power supply +12 V
Power supply +5 V
Cable XL
Board XL
Power supply +12 V
Power supply +5 V
Cable 097
Board 097

3.Backlight
cable(s) 4. Video cable
1 on display

5. Resolution
XGA

066 XL12

2 on display

XGA
LVDS

905-098
6.5”
Optrex,
p.20
T-55465D065J-LW-A-AAN

LED

LED2

905-112
10.4”
Optrex,
p.22
T-55563D104J-LW-A-AAN

LED

LED2

LVDS

905-116
Mitsubishi,
AA121XK01

12.1”
N.I.

LED

LED2

LVDS

XGA

905-117
Mitsubishi,
AA104XD02

10.4”
N.I.

LED

LED2

LVDS

XGA

905-120
Mitsubishi,
AA150XT01

15”
N.I.

LED

LED4

G2

VGA

PAR

SVGA

120

XGA
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Appendix H – Test instruction

Test setup procedure
+24 V
o

o

+12 V +5 V
o

o

o

o

o

Ev. special CCFL
backlight supply
V =VGA

Backlight: CCFL or LED
o

S = SVGA
o

o

o
o

Carrier board
CCFL or LED

Display

Video signals: Parallel or LVDS

X = XGA

Colour change
Fig. H1. General test setup. Inputs VGA, SVGA and XGA have pull-up function within FPGA.

Fig. H2. Example of test setup (905-116: LED, LVDS, turned opposite way compared to Fig. H1).

H1
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The setup of a display for test will after the following procedure be a version of Fig. H1, the
connections are depending on display model.

Fig. H2 shows an example of test setup: for the display 905-116.
Find the display model to be tested in App. G, column “TFT display”. Then perform the following
action points, referring to the columns with same number and name in App. G. (If needed, extra
information about the test equipment is found App. F.)

1. Carrier board
Check the type of carrier board needed, which is one of 3 alternatives:
- Backlight supply for CCFL needed
- Backlight supply for LED needed
- Type does not matter if special CCFL backlight supply shall be connected in 2.
Connect the cable from “COLOUR” push button at overlay to connector J3 at back of the correct
carrier board, see Fig. H3. There is another identical connector on the board. J3 is the one closest to
the board corner.

Fig. H3. Connection of push button for colour change.

H2
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2. Special CCFL backlight supply
- For displays with LED backlight this is not relevant, proceed to 3.
- For displays with CCFL backlight, check if special backlight supply is needed. If so, find the right
equipment and connect it to the turned off power supplies, but not yet to the display.
The 3 different equipments for special backlight supply are seen in Fig. H4.
Note: For the display board 097 this is a risky moment, because there is a technical possibility to
connect the ribbon cable turned the wrong way. But the cable should always be connected to the
board, the way as in Fig. H4.

Cable +24V and Board 052

Cable and board XL

Cable and board 097
Fig. H4. Special CCFL Backlight supply. Names as in App. G.

3. Backlight cable(s)
- Displays with CCFL backlight:
The backlight cables, 1 or 2 depending on display model, are mounted on the display at arrival.
Connect them to the correct board. Note: For 905-052 this is a risky moment, because there is a
technical possibility to connect to the carrier board. That would generate too high voltage. Instead, the
backlight shall be connected to the special base board 052.
- Displays with LED backlight: Find the correct cable and connect it from carrier board to display.

H3
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Examples of both types of backlight and video connections are seen in Fig. H5.

Fig. H5. To the left 905-057 with CCFL and LVDS, to the right 905-098 with LED and Parallel.

4. Video cable
Find the correct cable and connect it from carrier board to display.
- For parallel video data there is only one type of cable, marked “PAR”.
- For LVDS video data, there are 4 different cables.
Note: For all displays using LVDS transmission this is a risky moment, because there are technical
possibilities to make mistakes. To avoid damaging display or carrier board, this is very important:


Use correct LVDS cable.



Turn the LVDS cables “065 XL10” and “066 XL12” the correct way; carrier board
end vs. display end.



Turn LVDS cable “120” with cut-off sides of display connector with metal pins
upwards. Also: if the unmodified connector is connected to the display it can cause
bad connection. End towards display is marked “120 DISPLAY”.

The LVDS connectors for displays 905C065 and 905C066, for which the cables “065 XL10” and “066
XL12” are used, have another pin configuration, also compared to each other, see App. E and F. These
cables are marked on yellow areas at the cable ends and in the middle, and should be kept in a special
place. If they are used for other displays, similar damage might be done as if a standard LVDS cable is
used on 905C065 and 905C066.
5. Resolution
Set the correct resolution by grounding 1 of 3 positions with a jumper at the double pin list on the
carrier board (in Fig. H1 and H2 the resolution XGA has been set):


V for VGA =



S for SVGA =



X for XGA =

pixels

Finally, connect the power cable 24V from the turned off power supply for +24 V to connector X1 of
carrier board, as seen in Fig. H2. Now the test setup is finished and the pixel test procedure can start.

H4
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Pixel test procedure
I.
Turn on the 24 V power supply and if needed also the power supplies for 5V and 12V.

II.
After a while the display should show the colour red. Inspect (at normal ambient light and distance,
straight in front of the display) if some pixel has different colour. Press the overlay button below the
marking “COLOUR” once. A colour change is done for every push of the button in a loop:
red – green – blue – black – white – red and so on. Repeat the inspection for every colour.

III.
When the test is finished, turn off the power supplies and disconnect the display. If more displays of
the same article number shall be tested, just connect the next display to the same backlight
cable/connectors and video cable and proceed from point I. If a display with another article number
shall be tested, repeat the test setup procedure.

H5

